Eligibility to Apply

JWAC utilizes two common hiring paths: the DoD Pathways Recent Graduate Program and direct hiring authority (DHA) for select occupational series.

To be eligible for this opportunity through DoD Pathways Recent Graduate Program, applicants must be a:

- Recent graduate within the previous two years, as well as soon-to-be graduates within the next semester, who have completed a qualifying bachelors, masters, or doctorate degree from a qualifying educational institution.

- OR

- A veteran who was unable to apply within two years of receiving their degree, due to military service obligation, may have as much as six years after degree completion to apply.

To be eligible through Direct Hiring Authority (DHA), applicants must be qualified for one of the following series: Computer Engineer 0854, Computer Science 1550, or Information Technology Specialist 2210. DHA allows JWAC to make appointments for vacancies in select occupational series without competition to certain Federal job opportunities.

U.S. citizenship and ability to attain a TS/SCI clearance are required for all positions.

How to Apply

JWAC enables dynamic career growth with career paths that are based on individual development plans. If you’re interested in applying for this position or learning more about opportunities at JWAC, please contact our recruiting team at recruiting@jwac.mil.
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Seeking candidates with the following (or similar) educational backgrounds:

- Computer Engineering
- Computer Science

Joint Warfare Analysis Center
Computer Network Engineer

Use your skills to solve challenging U.S. national security problems by becoming a computer network analyst at the Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC). As a computer network analyst, you will be a part of an energetic motivated team developing capabilities to determine weapons effects in support of real-world warfighter issues. You will be able to apply your knowledge of computer networks, components and virtualizing networks to solve complex problems. A key aspect of the position will be developing methods and capabilities often involving highly complex methodologies and models, providing concepts and designs for alternative technical approaches to solving problems, and conducting experiments and investigations to develop further understanding of unproven concepts. You will work alongside a diverse team of highly skilled professionals and will be faced with challenges that showcase both your skills and your potential. Put your talents to the test!
JWAC employees receive outstanding benefits that offer a better quality of life, both on the job and off. From health and life insurance, to retirement plans, to flexible spending accounts the Federal Government offers gracious benefits. Below is a list of just some of the benefits you receive when you become a member of the JWAC team.

**Annual Leave**
The amount of annual leave earned is based on an employee’s length of service, ranging from 13 to 26 days per year. Annual leave may be used for vacations, personal, or emergency purposes.

**Sick Leave**
Full-time employees accrue four hours of sick leave each pay period, regardless of length of service. There is no ceiling on the amount of sick leave that may be carried over from year to year. Sick leave can be used to care for family members, to arrange for or attend funeral services of family members, and for absences relating to adopting a child.

**Continuous Development**
JWAC has a diverse workforce of scientists, engineers, analysts and support staff who work together in integrated teams to solve the hardest national security challenges. It’s crucial that our employees are equipped to face emerging threats and changing technology. To remain cutting-edge, our workforce participates in regular training and developmental activities.

JWAC offers many opportunities and programs to advance both professional skills and technical capabilities. Our employees develop their knowledge, skills and ability by attending courses, conferences, seminars, working groups and other activities. Just a few of our developmental and training opportunities include our mentoring program, leadership development program, on-site courses (professional & technical), civilian tuition assistance program and details/rotations to support the opportunity for employees to explore other disciplines/focus areas for career broadening.

**Flexible Work Hours**
A flexible work schedule is offered to JWAC employees as an alternative to the traditional 9 to 5 work day. It enables employees to select and alter their work schedules to better fit personal needs and help balance work, personal, and family responsibilities.

**Command Health and Wellness Program**
Your health is important wherever you go! JWAC’s health and wellness program has become a vital piece of the healthy lifestyle puzzle. Full-time employees are granted 3 hours on-the-clock to engage in physical activity. JWAC offers an onsite gym and provides showering facilities and locker rooms for employees who wish to workout.